
Higher Category Theory - Lecture 1
Thesis:Quasicategories are a good model of 1,1)-
categories.
The idea of 10,11-categories
Definition:An n-category C is a collection of
objects and

1-morphisms: x & y

2-morphisms: If
->
X yx Y
->

I

up to n-merphisms, between (-1)-morphisms. A
morphisms should be composable. Instead of associa
tivity, we have a 2-morphism relating

fg)k
z-mrphism f(gh)

where we write

Ete
and say he is a composite of fand g and x is
a witness of this composition.



Definition:An Im,n)-category is a m-category where
↓-morphisms are invertible for him. Invertible in
some weak sense: given a t-morphism:f:x+YI
g: Y
+ X and fg = 1x and of ly by some

↓+ 1)-merphism, and so on.

Definition: An ro,1)-category is an x-category
such that 2-morphisms and higher are invertible.

confusingly in literature on 1,11-categories, theyS
are called "o-categories".
Models

Leta be an 18, 11-category according to some de-
finition. Let cisocc be the subcatwith only in-
vertible 1-morphisms. Then ciso is an 1,01-category,
so an O-grupoid.

Homotopy hypothesis:In good definition of 1,1)-catany I

the 8-grupoids should model the homotopy types of
spaces.

Definition:Two spaces X,YE top are weakly equivalent
if there is a map fix-y such that

Horf): Tox) -> HoY

is a bijection and XxEX

Tnf): TrX,xe) -TY, f(x)
is a group isomorphism.



The goal of homotopythy is to understand spaces Top
up to weakequivalence.The weak equivalence class of Xis called
thehomotoptdifferent models for homotopy types of spaces
beyond XE top. The most famous alternative are simplicial
sets. A-grupoids should also be models for homotopy
types.
Given a definition of a-grupoids and a space X, there

is an x-grupoid */X) called the fundamental o-
-

grupoid of X, with objects points of X, 1-morphisms
paths in X, 2-marphisms homotopies between paths, and
so on. There should be a map tip: Top -> y Grpd.
the homotopy hypothesis says this is an equivalence, fora
suitable action of equivalence. We choose setas our
model for -grupoids, and define

Top*sing; sset.

We can view o-grupoids (ssets and cat asset. By
comparing the two, we will find the definition of quasi-
categories.

Definition: LetI be the catwith
· objects:the finite totally ordered sets

[n] =[0>1<...[n]

for n eNo;

ifMorphin de Preserving maps f: (m]- [n] s.t



Definition:Asimplicial set is a centravariantfunctor
X: 0 + Set.

We turn spaces X-top by the singular functor

sing.: Top -> sset

x it Sing(x)
where Sing(X(n]=Singn/X) = Map/4", x) for

⑭= [Ho,
..., tnlElR** ( tix,0, [ti=1].

There is a functor N.: cat -> sset where
NrC =Fun/[n], C).

This functor is called the nerve. Graphically
[n] =[0<1<...[n]

=30 -11... -> n3.

50

Fun/(n),C) =[Xot...X: XiEC, fiixi+xix]
-n-tuples of composable arrows.

we wantto characterize sing. IX and N.C, but
first N.G, the nerve of a grupoid.



Definition:The with horn of the n-simplex an
=200) 5-th face.

-

Example:M=,, M = 11, 12 =x .

Definition:At-born of dimension in X is a

map

18 -> X

and this horn has filler if there is a lift
1-X

A
↳

Theorem:For X = N.6 the nerve of a grupoid, all
horns have unique fillers.
Theorem:For X-Sing./s). Se top, all herns have
fillers.
Theorem:For X = N.C, all inner hers have unique
fillers. Ahere is inner if ochsn.

Definition:Aquasicategory C is a simplicial set where
all inner horns have fillers.


